JOINT MEETING
CAMBRIDGE BICYCLE, PEDESTRIAN AND TRANSIT COMMITTEES

Wednesday, December 14, 2016

344 Broadway
4th floor Conference Room
Cambridge, MA
5:45 – 7:45 p.m.

DRAFT AGENDA

This meeting will be a festive potluck – please bring something to share!
NB: there will be time for informal conversation in addition to the structured discussion.

I. Administrative Stuff
   • Agenda Review
   • Approval of Minutes (Bicycle and Pedestrian Committees)
   • Introductions
   • Announcements

II. Group Discussions
   By informal arrangement, committee members will be at “mixed” tables
   (some people from each committee at each table).

   In advance of the meeting, please review materials that summarize the work
   of the other committees (in particular, look at the relevant plans):

   Transit Planning and Transit Strategic Plan
   Pedestrian Planning and Pedestrian Plan
   Bicycle Planning and Bicycle Plan

   During the discussion time, please feel free to ask your fellow table mates
   about their committees’ work. Then, please discuss with others at your table:

   • A success story for each committee –something your committee
     does or has accomplished that you are proud of
   • At least one priority of your committee that you think might be
     shared by the other committees
   • Initiatives (past, present, or future) that the committees could
     collaborate on

   After some eating and socializing, be prepared to share a (brief) success story
   for each committee, at least one shared priority, and at least one initiative
   you think the committees can collaborate on to the rest of the tables.